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Abstract

One of Chinua Achebe’s goals in writing Things Fall Apart was to correct a whole history of misrepresentations of his people and country in occidental discourse. In his essay, “The Biafran Cause”, he quotes approvingly a Dr. Emmanuel Obiechina who had declared that “a purpose, implicit or explicit” of the African writer is “to correct the distortion of West African culture [and] to recreate the past in the present in order to educate the West African reader and give him confidence in his cultural heritage”. In another essay, Achebe declares unequivocally that it is part of his “business as a writer to teach” any African boy with an inferiority complex induced by colonial stereotyping about his world to believe “that there is nothing disgraceful about the African weather, that the palm tree is a fit subject for poetry”.

To put Achebe’s position positively, among the reasons he wrote Things Fall Apart was to show a continent where, especially before colonial invasion, people lived in a complex, diverse and fruitful relationship with the African environment. One effect of colonization was the disturbance of this balance; the task of the writers of the continent, therefore, was to highlight the organic nature of the relationship and to portray its subsequent disruption. Among the ways in which Achebe achieves this end is to use a language that is rich in proverbs and to deploy figures of speech that are grounded in the landscape to represent the embeddedness of Igbo society in its natural environment. The overall effect of Achebe’s perspective on the African’s links with the land and a consequence of his narrative technique are to give his African readers the sense that he is using the novel form to make them realize what it was to dwell in a harmonious relationship with the world, thereby raising their ecological consciousness. He also intends to demonstrate through his fiction how the coming of colonization induced a sense of strain in the African’s connection to nature; among the things that fell apart in the continent was the oneness of African nature and culture.

I propose to attempt a reading of Things Fall Apart from an ecocritical perspective to show that he was writing the novel in part to make his West African readers aware of the extent of the embeddedness of their forefathers in the environment; I would like to illustrate the way he conveys through his writing and use of language the rich connections between the African and the land. I also intend to indicate the extent of the damage in the relationship between Africans and their natural world caused by the advent of colonization. Finally, through my paper I hope to emphasize Achebe’s profound consciousness about the vital relationship the African must have to the natural world to make themselves whole again.

I

One of Chinua Achebe’s goals in writing Things Fall Apart was to correct a whole history of misrepresentations of his people and country in occidental discourse. In his essay, “The Biafran Cause”, he quotes approvingly a Dr. Emmanuel Obiechina who had declared that “a purpose, implicit or explicit” of the African writer is “to correct the distortion of West African culture [and] to recreate the past in the present in order to educate the African reader and give him confidence in his cultural heritage” (Achebe, Morning, 117) In the essay, “Publishing in Africa”.
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Achebe notes that what the African writer must do is draw on the “spiritual bond that exists between the true artist and his community” (Achebe, *Morning*, 87) to take himself and his readers into a meaningful future. To this end, Achebe says in another prose piece called “Named for Africa”, the African writer could draw on the tradition of folk story-telling which “had the immemorial quality of the sky and the forests and the rivers” (Achebe, *Morning*, 101). In the essay significantly titled “The Novelist as Teacher’, Achebe declares unequivocally that it is part of his “business as a writer to teach” any African boy with an inferiority complex induced by colonial stereotyping about his world to believe “that there is nothing disgraceful about the African weather, that the palm tree is a fit subject for poetry” (Achebe, *Morning*, 58).

To put Achebe’s position positively, among the reasons he wrote *Things Fall Apart* was to depict for his African readers a continent where, especially before colonial invasion, people lived in a complex, diverse and fruitful relationship with the African environment. The overall effect of Achebe’s perspective on the African’s links with the land is to make his African readers realize what it was to dwell in a harmonious relationship with the world, thereby raising what we would now term their ecological consciousness, that is to say their sensitivities about the importance of preserving the intimate link between the land and themselves. He also intends to demonstrate through his fiction how the coming of colonization induced a sense of strain in the African’s connection to nature; among the things that fell apart in the continent with the coming of the white man, he implies through his inaugural novel, was the oneness of African nature and culture.

I propose in this paper to attempt a reading of *Things Fall Apart* from an ecocritical perspective to show that Achebe was writing the novel in part to make his African readers aware of the extent of the embeddedness of their forefathers in the environment; I would like to illustrate the ways through which he delineates the manifold connections between the African and the land. I also intend to focus on his depiction of the damage caused in the relationship between Africans and their natural world by the advent of colonization. Finally, through my paper I hope to emphasize Achebe’s profound belief in the importance of the connections Africans must reactivate with nature to make themselves whole again.

Ecocriticism has been glossed as “the study of the relationship between literature and the physical environment” and has been hailed as a recent branch of literary studies that takes “an earth-centered approach to the study of texts” (Garrard, 1). But because the subject has in it facets that may make it seem like a new version of “pastoral” or an updating of “wilderness” studies’, approaches that are either too aesthetic and sophisticated or nostalgic and westernized, I hasten to add that I see it in this essay as related to the trope of “dwelling”, a trope that Greg Garrard has defined in his very useful introductory book on Ecocriticism as something that “implies the long-term imbrication of humans in a landscape of ancestry, and death, of ritual, life and work” (108). Dwelling, for Gerard, involves the nexus between the lived life of a community and its rituals, between the human and the inhuman, between nature and culture. In building dwellings, a community roots itself in the
physical world, and that world becomes a locus of memory and desire, till the land
takes on a “figural” as well as a “literal” value (115). This is also to say that
members of most indigenous communities have lived in harmony with nature, not
necessarily in Edenic innocence but in land tilled with “considerable knowledge and
skill but always within the terms of their own cultural cosmos” till their way of life
in many instances was disrupted by the coming of the colonizer from other
continents (135).

It can be pointed out here that while some recent African writers and critics have
been wary of Ecocriticism, not a few have seen in it ideas that could be utilized for
their writings and made use of it to arraign the colonial presence in their continent. In
“Ecoing the Other(s): the Call of Global Green and Black African Responses, “
William Slaymaker thus directs us to the Nigerian poet Niyi Osundare’s writings
and the life and works of the Nigerian writer Ken Saro-Wiwa as examples of African
writers who had committed themselves to ecoactivism. Slaymaker observes that
while Wole Soyinka does not share the ecoactivism of Osundare and Saro-Wiwa, he
too has authored works that “connects his love of place and his respect for culturally
important natural sites around life” (687). Slaymaker believes that the Kenyan writer
Ngugi also emphasizes through his writings “the natural relations of the Agikuyu to
their land” (688).

Byron Caminero-Santangelo’s “Different Shades of Green: Ecocriticism and
African Literature” is another recent essay which shows how Ecocriticism is being
used to explicate the achievements of the most important writers of African
literature. He sees Ngugi’s A Grain of Wheat, for instance, as a work that can be
“aligned with much early nationalist and anti-colonial African literature which
embraced a pastoral vision of a pre-colonial order aligned and in tune with nature
over and against a corrupting, mechanized European modernity” (703). Ngugi, in
other words, is writing a work which “romanticizes pre-colonial (especially animist)
societies as in harmony with nature” (ibid.).

Both Slaymaker and Caminero-Santangelo do not mention Achebe at all in their
essays tracing the links between Ecocriticism and postcolonial African literature, but
as I hope to show subsequently, he is among the pioneers of African writing in
presenting a pre-colonial land exhibiting the close connections between nature and
culture that was then disrupted by colonization. What Achebe does so splendidly in
Things Fall Apart is to represent the intimate relations West Africans had with the
natural world before things started to “fall apart” from them as a consequence of
colonization. What is distinctive about the novel is the manner in which it shows the
close links between the Igbo people and their physical environment. One is reminded
by Achebe’s narrative focus of Frantz Fanon’s comments in The Wretched of the
Earth (1961) of “the passionate search for “a national culture which existed before
the colonial era” (Fanon, 371) by writers from countries scarred by colonization.
According to Fanon, the typical “native intellectual” went through three phases of
evolution. In the first, he “assimilated the culture of the occupying power”; in the
second, “he decides to remember who he is” by recalling past memories of his world
“from the depths of his memory”; but in the third or “the fighting phase”, he feels the
need to arouse his people by composing works “which express the heart of the
people” (Fanon, 377). Surely, Achebe is with Soyinka and Ngugi, a writer in transit from the second to the third phase. As the critic Bu-ka-Jabbi puts it in his essay, “Fire and Transition in Things Fall Apart”, Achebe’s “fundamental theme as a beginning novelist was the neo-negritude assertion of dignity in the African past” (201). African writers, Achebe is convinced, must become political and resort to their own story-telling traditions to tell the story of belonging, of dwelling in the midst of their land, of being alienated from it, and of trying to offset the loss of heritage, if only to make their people whole again (Searle, 61, 65).

III

Things Fall Apart is not only the story of Okonkwo, a headstrong and proud man who is forced to commit suicide after being humiliated by the white men, it is also the story of the African community of Umuofia to which he belongs and its changing fortunes because of the coming of Europeans. What one notices about the first two-thirds of the novel is how Okonkwo’s story is embedded in that of his community. As Neil ten Kortennar points out in his essay, “The Centre is Made to Hold in Things Fall Apart,” Achebe tells his story of Umuofia and its controversial member Okonkwo synchronically until the coming of the colonizers. Then the narration becomes diachronic. The implication of this narrative strategy, in Kortennar’s words, is that we see the Umuofia community as “an ahistorical, organic whole disrupted and set upon the path of the history by the brutal entry of the Europeans” (139).

It is interesting to read that Okonkwo’s father Unoka lived in perfect harmony with his people and the land, while Okonkwo himself had a troubled relationship with it. In the eyes of the son Unoka is a failure, but we come to like him despite his son’s complexes about his father, because “he loved the season of the year, when the rains had stopped and the sun rose every morning with dazzling beauty” (Achebe, Things, 4). For sure, he and the villagers are also aware of the darker aspects of nature, but they have learned to balance apprehension of dark nights with enjoyment of moonlit ones, knowing what to avoid and what to take pleasure in. They key to survival was to realize as the clan does when the rainy season overwhelms them that “nature was not interfered with” (31). Unoka’s death is indicative of the balance and good sense the community has achieved in rooting itself in the land, for when he is afflicted by a swelling of his body parts, the people of the village take him to the Evil Forest and leave him to die in isolation, no doubt because it knew that someone with contagious diseases such as small pox or leprosy or a virulent infection was best isolated from others.

On the whole, pre-colonial Umuofia is shown to be the dwelling of contented men and women. Despite occasional bad harvests due to inclement weather or locusts, it supported the hard work of people who respected the earth and satisfied its yearnings. This is why when the characteristically intemperate Okonkwo beats up his wife, Ezeani, the priest of the earth goddess, Ani, rebukes him saying, “Our forefathers ordained that before we plant any crops in the earth we should observe a week in which a man does not say a harsh word to his neighbor. We live in peace with our fellows to honor our great goddess of the earth without whose blessing our
crops will not grow” (28). But even Okonkwo knows that the earth goddess had to be appeased since she was “the source of all fertility” (33). That is why he mostly succeeds in life and ends up becoming a powerful and rich member of the community despite starting as a simple sharecropper. It is only when he exceeds the limits set on men, as when he kills the boy Ikemefuna with his own hands needlessly although the child was in his care that he is criticized by members of his community for doing something unnatural.

In the second part of Things Fall Apart, Okonkwo is exiled from Umuofia because he has accidentally killed a member of the community, but this is due to his bad luck or the workings of his chi or personal god than to a personal failing. Interestingly, fratricide too is seen as “a crime against the earth goddess” (113), accidental or not, and Okonkwo has to settle with his mother’s clan in the village of Mbanta for seven years. Here again his capacity for hard work means that he will be eventually rewarded by the earth and he will be able to rebuild his life in the new community.

It is during his period of exile in Mbanta that Okonkwo first hears of the coming of the white man on “an iron horse” (125), as ominous to the villagers as the locusts that periodically afflict the land. Soon the whites bring their religion and win over outcasts and people like Okonkwo’s son Nwoye, who had been alienated from his father’s harsh ways ever since the murder of Ikemefuna. Significantly, one of these outcasts kill “the most reverend animal in Mbanta and all the surrounding clans” (145) the python, and in doing so infuriates the Ibos, particularly Okonkwo. Even before he returns to Umuofia at the end of seven years, he has found out that the white men’s religion as well as government had spread over the land and converted many dissatisfied Igbos like Nwoye.

The coming of the white man on an iron horse and the destruction of the royal python are symptomatic of the problems caused by the strangers. Although Mr. Brown, the first white missionary, seems conciliatory and preaches the form of Christianity that appeals to mild-mannered men such as Nwoye, the Umuofians have split because of them and have become vulnerable. Part Two of the novel thus ends with one of the oldest members of the community talking about ‘an abominable religion’ that had divided the Igbos (152), causing some of them to abandon their people. He is fearful about Okonkwo’s future and that of the clan; he can see the beginning of the end of their way of life.

Part Three of the novel finds Okonkwo back among his people in Umuofia, but it now contains a court house and a prison where the white men incarcerate anyone who offends them or transgresses their laws. As his friend Obierika tells him, the whites have “put a knife on the things that held us together and we have fallen apart” (160). Things become worse when the accommodating Mr. Brown is replaced by the aggressive Reverend James Smith. With his encouragement, Enoch, the turncoat slayer of the royal python, kills an ancestral spirit till “Umuofia is thrown into confusion” and the land seems to be full of “a strange and fearful sound” (168). The connections between the land and the community has come under severe strain and “the eerie voices of countless spirits” (169), disturbed and militant, raid Mr. Smith’s
church to flush out Enoch and then burn it. To the enraged Umuofians, the church and people like Mr. Smith and their lackeys among the converts had “bred untold abominations” (171).

For the white invaders, the destruction of the church is the last straw. The white District Commissioner captures the Umuofian Okonkwo and the other men responsible for the attack and humiliates them. His court messengers then broadcast through the land his decision to release them only after a hefty fine had been paid by the clan for them. Through a whole series of negative constructions Achebe portrays the dark and depressing shadow that has benighted the land, straining its people till they are on the verge of collapse:

It was the time of the full moon. But that night the voice of children was not heard. The village ilo where they always gathered for a moon-play was empty. The women of Iguedo did not meet in the secret enclosure to learn a new dance to be displayed later to the village. Young men who were always abroad in the moonlight kept [to] their huts that night. Their manly voices were not heard on the village paths as they went to visit their friends and lovers. Umuofia was like a startled animal with ears erect, sniffing the silent, ominous air and not knowing which way to run. (176-77)

The sense of oneness with nature, the sense of a dwelling, of an environment where one feels at home; the harmony and balance that sustained the community have disappeared; and the traumatized villagers have lost their sense of place and consequently have no sense of direction anymore.

The villagers collect the money needed to release the captives. But when they meet again to decide on how best to drive the strangers out, court messengers appear on the scene to disrupt the meeting. It is at this point that Okonkwo slays one of them. Realizing that he would be hanged publicly for his action, Okonkwo kills himself, committing in the process the ultimate abomination, for a man who takes his own life has committed “an offence against the earth” (186) and will therefore not be buried by his own people and would end up buried like a dog.

*Things Fall Apart* thus ends with the Umuofians traumatized, one of their standard bearers destroyed, and the land itself degraded. And yet the novel had begun with a country where Ani, the earth, cared compassionately over the Igbo. Together with Agbala, the Oracle of the Hills and the Caves, and through their priests and priestesses, they had once upon a time ensured “mystic unity and eternal order” (Wren, 131) over the universe. Though there were strains in the community these were contained in complex and manifold ways. But Achebe leaves us with no doubt that no matter how severe and proud a man Okonkwo was, and no matter how rigid the society in which he lived could be, the catalyst that destroys the fabric of the community and upsets the balance that sustained it is the coming of the white man. As the African critic Abiola Irele states it, Achebe’s novels “deal with the social and psychological conflicts created by the incursion of the white man and his culture into the hitherto self-contained world of African society, and the disarray in the African consciousness that has followed” (80). And as for Achebe himself, as he put it in an interview, it is his belief that the European invasion resulted in Africans
losing their “grip over history”. It also led to their losing “their memory of Africa”, a massive loss since “the ‘past is all we have’” (Searle, 61, 63). That is why he had endeavored to tell the story of Okonkwo and Umuofia’s destruction, for the story of their strengths and weaknesses must be told as effectively as possible if the people of Nigeria were to achieve some sort of balance again.

IV

To tell the story of the falling apart of the Umuofians, Achebe resorts to the story-telling techniques and traditions of his people. When in an interview with Charles H. Rowell, he is asked what he means by identifying himself as a storyteller, this is what he has to say:

...we mustn’t forget that we have a certain link of apostolic succession; if you like, to the old griots and storytellers and poets. It helps anyway; it gives me that sense of connectedness, of being part of things that are eternal like the rivers, the mountains, and the sky…. (Rowell, 269)

This sense of “connectedness’ and of being in the tradition of oral story-telling is most clearly manifested in Achebe’s use of Igbo proverbs and his use of metaphors and similes that arise from the African story-teller’s oneness with the physical environment.

In Things Fall Apart, the narrator signals the centrality of proverbs rooted in nature in the opening pages of his narrative when he tells us: “Among the Ibos the art of conversation is regarded very highly, and proverbs are the palm oil with which words are eaten” (6). The story of Okonkwo’s rise and fall and of his community’s disintegration is thus strung with proverbs. For instance, Okonkwo on the rise is admired for his wily qualities which are said to make him “as slippery as a fish in water” (3). His physical prowess makes him highly visible in Umuofia where his fame is said to have grown “like a bush-fire in the harmattan” (ibid). He is accepted by the elders of the community, one of whom graciously accepts his present of kola nut and alligator pepper. The elder acknowledges his status and right to be himself by telling him, “Let the kite perch and let the egret perch too” (17-18). In fact, this elder helps Okonkwo consolidate his presence in the community since he is convinced that “you can tell a ripe corn by its look” (20).

For the narrator, nature is the source of the most vivid comparisons. Ikemefuna, the child Okonkwo had adopted, is said to have been growing in his household “like a yam tendril in the rainy season” (47). When Okonkwo’s favorite daughter Ekwefi is frightened, the narrator tells us that she is “like a hen whose only chick has been carried away by a kite” (93). When her fear becomes that of the community, the narrator notices fireflies going around “with their tiny green lamps, which only made the darkness more profound” (94).

Achebe makes it quite clear that for the story-teller of a people who live in harmony with the land, nature is the source of all the figures of speech necessary for their story-telling. In Chapter 11 of the novel we have a story-telling episode where Ekwefi, another of Okonkwo’s wives, narrates the story of a tortoise and birds to her daughter Ezinma. When she finishes her story Ezinna herself begins to narrate
Another story; this time one about a tortoise and cats. Noticeably, everything ends up as a story. In the stories of the clan, nature plays an integral part and often provides the characters as well as the metaphors. Thus when towards the end of the narrative the humiliated clan men try to organize and put up resistance against the invaders, the strategy they are asked to adopt is compared to the one that Eneke the bird used “to fly without perching like a twig” (183).

It is significant that the proverbs and the metaphors of the first part of the story begin to disappear as the whites make their presence felt in Umuofia. The proverbs that replace them are often from the tradition of the white colonizers. In one obviously ironical instance, we learn that Mr. Smith punished a woman who had converted to Christianity “for pouring new wine into old bottles” (166). But the more repugnant Mr. Brown seems to see only through a reductive perspective based on the principle of puritan allegory where “the world was a battlefield in which the children of light were locked in mortal conflict with the sons of darkness” (166). The district commissioner for his part uses an animal metaphor, but there is obvious irony in his telling the clan men that if they played “any monkey tricks they would be shot” (186). The one noteworthy metaphor associated with the clan in the concluding chapters is, significantly, an animal one that is from everyday experience that has become folk wisdom, for one of the elders talk about their predicament as comparable “to a toad jumping in broad daylight” (182), a sure sign of desperation.

To the Umuofians nature in its bounty provide them with endless images with which they can weave their proverbs, metaphors and stories. To the whites the native mode of speech seems wasteful and decorative. This, at least, is what goes through the irate District Commissioner’s mind when he is trying to find out where Okonkwo has disappeared, for he thinks then: “one of the most infuriating habits of these people was their love of superfluous words” (185).

At this level, *Things Fall Apart* dramatizes what the critic Ato Quayson has called “the struggle between an organic esthetic…indigenous to the culture and an esthetic…that comes with colonialism” (833). Overwhelmed by the whites, the proverbs and the metaphors of the Igbos seem to suffer like the people themselves. No doubt because the district commissioner is intent on straightening out the language and the narratives of these people as well as their politics, he resolves to title his account of his experience in the region, “The Pacification of the Primitive Tribes of Lower Niger” (Achebe, Things, 187). But Achebe himself takes the opposite tack in writing his tale of the way things fell apart for his country. His mission was to bring the land and its stories alive by using a vibrant narrative strategy dependent on indigenous story-telling traditions and techniques. As he puts it in his famous essay, “Colonialist Criticism”: “every literature must seek the things that belong unto its peace, must, in other words, speak of a particular place, evolve out of the necessities of its history, past and current, and the aspirations and destiny of its people” (Achebe, *Hopes*, 74).

IV

This reading of Chinua Achebe’s *Things Fall Apart* has indicated that he has presented through his novel a West African world whose inhabitants had bonded
with their physical surroundings, learning to live in it, respect, and get sustenance from it. They had made their landscape a place where memory, work, cultural practice, and rituals had intermingled, creating a balance in their lives that made life meaningful for them. People had become one with place and culture and nature had merged for the Igbo Achebe, I have tried to show, had drawn inspiration from his remembrance of a time when his people had adjusted themselves to their environment and felt that there was something from it that present-day Africans would learn from. He had, it can be said, been inspired by his ecological consciousness to write his narrative of Umuofia and its inhabitants. Wendell Berry, a major American poet and advocate of the environment movement has observed that “A human community… must collect leaves and stories, and turn them to account. It must build soil, and build that memory of itself” (Garard, 115) and it is part of Achebe’s achievement to have done so in his novel.

But Achebe’s success as a novelist in Things Fall Apart is also to show how the coming of imperialism had impacted adversely on the lives of people who had been dwelling in harmony with nature and how the coming of the whites had disturbed the balance achieved by the West Africans in their dealings with their environment. Through his narrative strategy, his use of time, and his mastery of language and deployment of proverbs and metaphors, Achebe has succeeded in depicting the manner in which the community became troubled and the land became polluted by the advent of colonization. By the time he concludes the novel we come to realize that the Igbo world had become traumatized and the complex ties forged between nature and society by the clan had become unsettled because of the actions of men like Mr. Brown and the District Commissioner.

This paper has attempted an ecocritical reading of Achebe’s great novel to show how he wrote it from what would now be called an ecological consciousness to suggest that Africans learn to value the land that they dwell in and to point at the importance of respecting the natural world. Achebe wrote Things Fall Apart, of course before the discipline called Ecocriticism was born, but I have found its central tenets useful to articulate what I find valuable in the novel. Ursula K. Heise, an American proponent of Ecocriticism, has defined the parameters of the subject thus: ‘Ecocriticism analyzes the ways in which literature represents the human relations to nature at particular moments of history, what values are assigned to nature and why, and how perceptions of the natural shape literary tropes and genres’ (1097). Hopefully, this reading of Things Fall Apart has shown that Ecocriticism as a subject has a lot to offer us as we attempt to offer new readings of the texts emanating from our part of the world. Surely the time has come for us to read texts like Bibhutibhusan Bondhupadhay’s Aronyök and Hassan Azizul Huq’s recently published Agun Pankhi, as texts that have been shaped by an ecocritical consciousness and for their relevance to our time.
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1 Garrad has separate chapters on all of these “tropes” of Ecocriticism in his very lucid book on the subject. In addition to “Pastoral”, “Wilderness”, “Dwelling”, and Animals”, he discusses tropes such as “Pollution” and “Earth” to urge his readers to reconsider “the idea of ‘the human’ (Ecocriticism, 15).

2 The death of Okonkwo as a suicide means that to the clan his body, when buried, will pollute the earth.